
 

 
 

 

 

 

SDIRC – IRCEA Collective Bargaining Negotiations  
August 31, 2018 

Agenda 

 
1. Introductions 

 

2. Approval of minutes from June 4, 2018 

 

3. Review of Tentatively Agreed Items 

 

a. Article II.3 Payroll Deductions- change policy number (4-16-18) 

b. Article XIX.4 Fringe Benefits- change policy number (4-16-18) 

c. Article I.2 Recognition- delete attendance officers (4-16-18) 

d. Article V.1 Discipline Defined- change shall to may two places (5-7-18) 

e. Article XVII.5 Grievance Progression- mutually agree to waive Level 1 (5-7-18) 

f. Article XIV.2 Paid Leave- removing normal pregnancy as an exclusion for 

compassionate leave. 

 

4. Review of  IRCEA Proposals 

a. MOU- Work Hours & Salary Amounts for Instructional Personnel – proposed 6-

4-18- IRCEA withdraws this proposal 

b. MOU- Classroom Teacher Definition- Best & Brightest- district declined 

concerned about FEA Lawsuit 

c. IRCEA 1- Article II.3 Payroll Deductions- change policy number TA (4-16-18) 

d. IRCEA 2- Article XIX.4 Fringe Benefits- change policy number TA (4-16-18) 

e. IRCEA 3- Article III.1- Removing reference to prior years in  A & E.  Clarifying 

additional 30 minutes language by striking “Beginning in the 2016-2017 contract 

year, and additional 30 minutes of planning time shall be provided for all MBUs 

at the beginning or end of the workday, this time” and adding  “Time outside the 

student day…” be used to schedule meetings, “professional development” (added 

in district counter), or other activities at the principal’s discretion on up to 60% of 

the number of work days in each month.   Also added: “This includes non-

instructional duties as referenced in section 3 E of this section.”  We had 

introduced a chart that showed the inequity of non-instructional duties across the 

district. Countered by district 4-16-18; Countered by IRCEA 5-7-18 district 

declined counter 5/15/18 



f. IRCEA 4- Notification of personnel file via email.  District decline stating that 

DCF states you can’t notify employee of such a request- IRCEA would like to see 

where that is stated in the statute. (4-16-18) 

g. IRCEA 5- Article VI.2 Assignments- Adding language: “Changes in assignment 

will not be made in an arbitrary or capricious manner.” District declined stating 

that they do not know how to define arbitrary and capricious. (4-16-18) 

h. IRCEA 6- Article V.1 Discipline Defined- TA (5-7-18) 

i. IRCEA 7- Article V.1 Discipline Defined- Adding language in F- “Discipline 

shall be for offenses that an MBU either knows or should have known was 

wrong.” And added “V.3 Prolonged Investigations A. If a teacher is removed 

from the classroom for a period greater than one semester, pending an 

investigation or due process, the prior year evaluation score will be applied for 

purposes of performance pay and state bonuses.”  The district declined stating that 

they handle situations on a case by case basis.  (5-7-18) 

j. IRCEA 8- Article XIV.2.A.2 Annual Pay Option for Accumulated Sick Leave. 

Changing pay out from 70% to 80%- district put on hold until after salary 

discussion. (4-16-18) 

k. IRCEA 9-  Article XI.2. Function and Meetings.- added language, “Concerns will 

be submitted to the principal and the principal will provide a written response to 

each of the concerns to be distributed to the entire faculty.” District declined (5-7-

18) 

l. IRCEA 10- Article XIV.J Compassionate Leave Program TA (5-7-18) 

m. IRCEA 11-  Article X- Professional Issues- compensation for teachers acting as 

substitutes- awaiting district response. (6-4-18) 

n. IRCEA 12-  Article XIV.2 Paid Leaves- added J.2. Terminal Pay for 

Accumulated Sick Leave- language based upon maximum amount from statute 

1012.61 district declined (6-4-18) 

o. IRCEA 13- Article XIX.1- Experience Credit and Placement on Salary Schedule- 

redone as MOU- IRCEA withdraws this proposal (6-4-18) 

p. IRCEA 14- XIX.1- Experience Credit and Placement on Salary Schedule added 

“D. In the event that an MBU is non-renewed and has been appointed to a new 

position by October of the following year, that non-renewal shall not count as a 

break in service.  This is in reference to experience credit.  MBUs shall not have 

non-renewals reduce their years of experience.” (6-4-18) Awaiting response from 

district.  

q. IRCEA 15- Article XIX.4 Fringe Benefits- added “19. Employees that are not 

renewed shall have their benefits extended to June 30th of the school year they are 

non-renewed. (6-4-18) 

r. IRCEA 16- Appendix G- Health Insurance- Increase board contribution by $60 

per month; additional cost to district approximately $815K. Awaiting response 

from district. (6-4-18) 

s. IRCEA 17- Appendix B- Department Chair Supplements- Clean up numbers from 

long ago; Combine secondary dept chair supplements to one; Increase amounts on 

elem; Approximate additional cost to district $128K. Awaiting response from the 

district. (6-4-18) 



t. IRCEA 18-  Salary Proposal- Propose $600 on each level of Salary Schedule. 

Propose $1 on every annual contract teacher renewal; Propose one Performance 

Pay schedule of $1200 and $1500; Additional cost to district approximately $2 

Million Awaiting response from the district (6-4-18) 

u. IRCEA 19- Article X.2 Class Size- added No instructional employee teaching a 

non-core class shall be required to teach more than 115% (change agreed to at the 

table due to error) of the maximum class size average at that school. Awaiting 

response from the district. (6-4-18) 

 

5. Review of SDIRC Proposals  

a. DP 1: Article I.2.E- The Board herby retains and reserves unto itself all powers, 

authority, duties, and responsibilities conferred upon and vested in it by the 

statutes of the State of Florida, except as otherwise provided by this agreement.  

IRCEA declined stating that we felt it was permissive.  If a need arises where it is 

necessary to impact bargain, we would be happy to sit down at the table with the 

district. 

b. DP 2: Article II.3 Payroll Deductions- change policy number TA (4-16-18) 

c. DP 3: Article IV.7 Outcome of Final Evaluation.  IRCEA countered on 4-16-18 

adding to A- “subject to the superintendent’s approval;” and adding “D. Any 

instructional employee non-renewed by the School District of Indian River 

receiving a final evaluation of Highly Effective and having not been placed on a 

Teacher Improvement Plan shall be given priority rehire for any applicable 

vacancies. Nonrenewal shall not count as a break in service if the nonrenewed 

employee regains employment on the first day of the contract year.” District 

declined on 5-7-18 

d. DP 4: Article XIII.1 Purpose and General Guidelines- B.3- striking One and one 

half and replacing with Two; also adding: “with one day or its equivalent 

designated for district-led in-service and one day, or its equivalent for school-led 

in-service.” IRCEA declined stating that teachers feel that they already do not 

have enough time to prepare their classrooms as it is and feel this would impact 

them significantly. 

e. DP 5: Article XIX.4 Fringe Benefits- chance policy number; TA (4-16-18) 

f. DP 6: Article V.1 Discipline Defined- changed shall to may; TA (5-7-18) 

g. DP 7: Article XIX.4.A.4.a- removal of Wellness Center Language.  IRCEA 

declined.  This language was just added last year.  The clinic has been a 

successful part of repairing our health insurance fund.  If a need arises where the 

clinic can no longer operate, we will be happy to sit down and discuss with the 

district. 

h. DP 8: Article XIX.7 Differentiated Pay- changing the set amount of $420 to a 

prorated share of available Title I funding; IRCEA said we would like to hold 

before responding waiting until salary discussion. 

i. DP 9: Article III.9 Lesson Plans- District initially added ESE and 504 

accommodations including adding names of students receiving accommodations 

and what accommodations they are receiving. Also, striking eSembler and adding 

Student Information System. (4-16-18)  IRCEA had many questions and concerns 

about the additional time that would be added to teachers’ workloads as well as 



concerns about FERPA.  District came back with new language that had changed 

very little and did not ease IRCEA’s concerns.  IRCEA is open to changing 

eSembler to Student Information Systems, but the other changes have too many 

different possible effects.  We do not believe the lesson plan is the location for the 

list of these specific documentations.  If the ESE department would like to 

develop a form for all schools to use to ensure accommodations are being applied, 

we would consider it, but as it stands now, there is no specific form, it varies not 

only from school to school, but from teacher to teacher.  Our greatest concern 

with this language is the possibility of micromanaging administrators who will 

have teachers going way above and beyond what is necessary, while others are 

satisfied with a simpler practice.   

j. DP 10- ArticleIV.6.A- Procedure- striking One administrator will be assigned to 

each MNU for the formal and informal observations.  IRCEA countered with 

keeping the language and adding “upon mutual agreement, formal and informal 

observations can be done by other administrators.”  District declined. 

k. DP 11- Article IV.6 Procedure- added “unless the MBU is grieving the final IPS 

rating.  In this case, the timeline will begin on the day IPS ratings are provided to 

the MBU as outlined in the TEP Manual.”  IRCEA declined stating that the 

reason this was added is that there is not always a need to grieve the IPS 

dependent on how the SPS affects the summative score.  In the past, if noted that 

the summative score is not affected by the IPS, there was no reason to grieve.  We 

noted that in certain instances it is better to grieve the IPS, but our greatest 

concern is that there is not enough time from the end of the year following release 

of the IPS.  This issue was raised because IPS was grieved in some instances 

where the administrator was no longer working for the district.  HR was 

uncomfortable adjusting scores in these cases, therefore denied the grievance.  

IRCEA realizes that this is a risk, but still prefers to keep the timeline as it stands. 

l. DP 12: Article III.1 Workday and Workyear- establishing a definition of 

Probationary period as one school year.  IRCEA declined on 6-4-18, but 

understood the discussion brought by the district and will return with a counter 

proposal. 

m. DP 13: Article XIII,7 English as a Second Language (ESOL)- adding language- 

“All certified and/or licensed personnel must complete training in ESOL in 

accordance with State Board rule…”  IRCEA countered 6-4-18 striking the word 

not in Reimbursement shall not be provided.  At the time of this proposal, each 

ESOL course costs MBUs $60.  Certain teachers need to take at least five of these 

courses at their own expense.  It is a considerable burden.  At this time, PD is 

attempting to create courses that will be offered for free to MBUs. 

 

6. SDIRC Responses to IRCEA Proposals 

a. IRCEA Counter to DP 13 from 6-4-18 

b. IRCEA Proposal 11: Article X- Professional Issues- X.13 Substitute Teachers 

c. MOU- Work Hours and Salary Amounts for Instructional Personnel- IRCEA 

withdraws 

d. IRCEA Proposal 14- Article XIX.1.D- In the event that an MBU is non-renewed 

and has been appointed to a new position by October of the following year, that 



non-renewal shall not count as a break in service.  This is in reference to 

experience credit.  MBUs shall not have non-renewals reduce their years of 

experience. 

e. IRCEA 15: Article XIX.4 Fringe Benefits added 19- Employees that are not 

renewed shall have their benefits extended to June 30th of the school year in 

which they are non-renewed.  

f. IRCEA 16- Appendix G- Health Insurance- Increase board contribution by $60 

per month; additional cost to district approximately $815K.  

g. IRCEA 17- Appendix B- Department Chair Supplements- Clean up numbers from 

long ago; Combine secondary dept chair supplements to one; Increase amounts on 

elem; Approximate additional cost to district $128K.  

h. IRCEA 18-  Salary Proposal- Propose $600 on each level of Salary Schedule. 

Propose $1 on every annual contract teacher renewal; Propose one Performance 

Pay schedule of $1200 and $1500; Additional cost to district approximately $2 

Million  

i. IRCEA 19- Article X.2 Class Size- added No instructional employee teaching a 

non-core class shall be required to teach more than 115% (change agreed to at the 

table due to error) of the maximum class size average at that school. 

7. IRCEA New Proposals 

a. IRCEA 20- Appendix B: Placement schedule- changing the initial hire placement 

schedule to reflect a more gradual increase.  Placement schedule continues to be 

competitive with local districts, but prevents new hires from being placed at a 

salary greater than the average MBU at the same level. 

b. IRCEA 21-  Article III.3 Non-Instructional Duties- adding -Attendance at open 

house or orientation held outside of the regular contract day will be compensated 

with either flex time or MBU’s hourly rate. 

 

8. SDIRC New Proposals- none 

 

9. Caucus  

 

10. Adjourn 


